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The analysis of the most significant volcanic eruptions shows that volcanic activity is one of the 

causes of the disruption of aircraft movement by airlines and significant short-term climate change. Volcanic 
ash consists of particles of rocks, minerals and volcanic glass. A cloud of volcanic ash can contain gaseous 
particles of sulfur dioxide, chlorine and other chemical elements that can exert corrosive effects on the 
aircraft [Kueppers and et.al, 2014]. Volcanic ash is mixed with cloudiness and affects its radiation properties 
by changing the concentration and size of cloud droplets. Volcanic ash consists primarily of glassy solid 
particles, high-risk for aircraft engines. Remote sensing data from space can not only visualize the ash 
plume, but also to forecast its distribution in the atmosphere, as well as to determine the main parameters. 
Most of the existing methods for the calculation of the mass of ash is reduced to the analysis of the outgoing 
radiation in the infrared region of the spectrum, depending on the optical thickness and effective radius of the 
particles of ash from the brightness temperatures at wavelengths between 11 and 12 microns, i.e. 
interpretation algorithm Wen and Rose [Wen and et.al, 1994]. In the çSRC çPlanetaè has developed its 
algorithm for determining the parameters of volcanic ash from satellite data from AVHRR or MSU-MR 
scanner type installed on polar-orbiting meteorological satellites. As input parameters other than those 
mentioned brightness temperatures, the algorithm also uses the reflection coefficients measured in the short-
channel scanners. Calculation of mass characteristics of ash occurs on its optical thickness and effective 
particle radius. Depending on the model, linking these parameters to reflection coefficients and the 
brightness temperatures measured in the channels scanners obtained for a wide range of conditions, taking 
into account the diversity of observation geometry and optical variability of the atmosphere. Currently, 
çSRC çPlanetaè is working to validate the algorithm by comparing its results with the estimates of the 
parameters of the ashes, obtained by various foreign research groups of Icelandic volcanoes Eyjafjallajokull 
(2010) and Grimsvotn (2011). Approbation of this algorithm is also carried out to retrieval ash parameters 
during eruption of volcanoes of Kamchatka and the Kuril Islands. 
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